The Class of 2020 of the University of Massachusetts Medical School

Graduate School of Nursing

Post-Graduate Certificate

Westborough  Jean Waitneight
Westfield     Ellen A. Latour*

*Sigma Theta Tau International Nursing Honor Society

Master of Science

Westfield  Lydia Jayne DiMarzio

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Adams        Hannah Jane Girard\textsuperscript{b}
Amherst      Brianna Nicole Leonard*
Ashburnham   Meghan Chenausky*
Bellingham   Kristin Evelyn Martinis*
Boston       Brigid Koenen
Brighton     Adam Baskin\textsuperscript{b}, Marta Escriu-Sune*
Brookline    Sara Elizabeth Crawford
Chelmsford   Danielle Lapierre*
Dunstable     Kathy Schultz*
Everett       Natalia Kottler
Fall River   Sara Melissa Rittenhouse
Fitchburg    Catherine Whitaker
Framingham   Leigh Remington*
Grafton      Monique Charles
Holden       Nicole Renee Parker*
Lancaster    Kedeshia Cadette Malin*
Leominster   Stephanie Mia DiTommaso*
Marshfield   Lauren Ostman*
Mattapoisett Adam Bliss*
Melrose       Tiana P. Ingersoll
Quincy        David R. Raymond
Rutland       Maureen V. Villars*
Scituate     Sarah E. Smith*
Shirley   Ashley J. Goddard*
Shrewsbury  Kim Beaudry, Rebecca Lynn Harris*, Esther Miwanda*
Sudbury  Cara Bertoni
Weston  Monica Mikael
Weymouth  Rebecca LaMay*
Worcester  Andrew Ahearn*,b, Angelina Maria Coco, Terese Andrea Holm*, Hajar Houmani, Elizabeth Kern*, Heather L. Patrick

Out-of-state (alphabetical by state)

Oldsmar, FL  Lindsey Ilyssa Weiss*
Dorset, VT  Alyssa B. Thompson-Tucker*

*Sigma Theta Tau International Nursing Honor Society

b Rural Health Scholars Pathway: Pathway students are selected after a competitive application process, are responsible for completing additional curricular requirements above-and-beyond their degree program

Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing (PhD)

Ashburnham  Meghan C. Picone*
Salem  Tara Victoria Casimir*
Sutton  Joanne Mary Lewis
Worcester  Cheryl L. Hersperger*

Out-of-state (alphabetical by state)

Lebanon, NH  Cassandra M. Godzik*

*Sigma Theta Tau International Nursing Honor Society

b Rural Health Scholars Pathway: Pathway students are selected after a competitive application process, are responsible for completing additional curricular requirements above-and-beyond their degree program

Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences

Master of Science in Clinical Investigation (MSCI)

Holden  Regino Mercado-Lubo
Holyoke          Andriana Foiles Sifuentes
Shrewsbury       David Clinton Meyer
Winchester        Hannah Lin
Worcester         Nili Sharon Amir, Robert James McLoughlin

Out-of-state (alphabetical by state)
Cupertino, CA    Susanna Shan Hill
Sunnyvale, CA    Abraham Lin
Snellville, GA   Shushmita Hoque
Owensboro, KY    Ryan James Hendrix

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
Holden           Hassan Fouayzi
Medway           Kailene Souza Simon
Millbury         Nicholas Paul Stone
Pepperell        Janelle Anna Hayes
Shrewsbury       Shiuli Agarwal, William Joseph Stanney III
Worcester        Houda Belaghzal, Livio Dukaj, Zachary Corkin Kennedy, Gordon Joseph
                 Lockbaum, Meera Sreedhara
Tyngsboro        Michelle M. Bellerose

Out-of-state (alphabetical by state)
Valencia, CA     Steven Randall DeGroot
Hebron, CT       Noah Robert Cohen
Ledyard, CT      Rebecca Lee Riding
North Royalton, OH Carrie Ann Kovalak
Hatillo, PR      Raziel Rojas-Rodriguez
Smithfield, RI   Matthew James Alcusky
Wise, VA         Spencer Todd Adams Jr.

International (alphabetical by country)
Douala, Cameroon  Larisa Kamga
Cangxi County, China Gen Zhang
Dalian, China    Xin Yang Bing
Macau, China     Io Long Chan
Nanjing, China   Shurong Hou
Qingdao, China   Xin Gao
Heilbronn, Germany Orkan Ilbay
Accra, Ghana  Ken-Edwin N.A. Aryee
Amritsar, India  Harleen Saini
Hyderabad, India  Pranitha Vangala
Kanpur, India  Mona Motwani
Mumbai, India  Aditya Chetan Bandekar
Shiraz, Iran  Alireza Edraki
Sanjō, Japan  Micah Yoshiaki Belew
Almaty, Kazakhstan  Aizhan Bizhanova
Hsinchu, Taiwan  Hsi-Ju Chen, Yung Hwang
Bangkok, Thailand  Rujapak Sutiwisesak
Eskisehir, Turkey  Cansu Colpan
Trabzon, Turkey  Salih Topal

Doctor of Medicine/Doctor of Philosophy (MD/PhD)

Ashburnham  Nicholas John Hathaway
Boston  Ashley Nicole Matthew*
Brookline  Jason Di Yang\(^G\)
Hudson  Alison Patrice Casserly
Northboro  Patrick Paul Lowe\(^G\)
Southborough  Timothy Han Chang\(^G\)
Wayland  Peter Lin Lee

*Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society
\(^G\)Gold Humanism Honor Society – Recognition by their peers as exemplars of humanism

\(^a\) Global Health Pathway

\(^b\) Rural Health Scholars Pathway

\(^c\) Clinical and Translational Research Pathway

Pathway students, selected after a competitive application process, are responsible for completing additional curricular requirements above-and-beyond their four-year medical degree program.

School of Medicine
Doctor of Medicine (MD)
Acton Philip Picard-Fraser
Allston Ruo Chen
Amesbury Conor Piercey
Amherst Sourav Kumar Podder
Andover Janki Patel*
Bedford Alexandria Capozza, Evan Zhang
Belmont Sarah Mariam Ameri, Nima Azimi*, Andrew Philip El-Hayek*G, Elizabeth Tkachenko*
Billerica Lyndia Dorothy Personnat
Boston Jeanette Idaline Beautèc, Casandra Chen, Lauren Eleanor Colwell*Gc, Rakhi Desai, Thomas Gomes, Johnny Jarnagin Jr., Hannah Leah Lederhausen, Jessica Pierre FrancoisGa, Isabella E. Qendro
Boxborough Colleen P. Flanagan*, Akshay Kapoor
Braintree Krist Tase, Jacqueline Tran
Brighton Meaghan Fosterb
Brookline George Robert Ciociolo Jr.
Cambridge Mary Elizabeth Awad*, August Martin Felix, Alice Yuxi LuG
Carlisle Emma Caroline MaternGaGc
Chelmsford Nicholas Robert Martin, Shruthi Srinivas
Chicopee Victoria J. Podsadiarlo
Duxbury Katherine Hendren Rose
Hanover Kendra LastowkaG
Harvard Jonathan G. Fricchione
Harwich Ciarra Louise Nickerson*Gb
Haverhill Miriam P. O’Neil
Holden Young Joo Suhc
Holliston Danielle Marie Kerrigan*
Hopkinton Lauren Elizabeth O’Loughlin
Hull Michelle Catherine Ouellette
Hyde Park Umaru Barrie
Kingston Nathan Petrou
Lancaster Anna Nicole Klouda*G
Leeds Ryan Edward Dean
Lexington Grace Ann Hewett, Alexander Paul Lukez
Longmeadow Jacqueline Tanya Chipkin*a
Lowell Rebecca Uguru Ukaegbu
Malden William Sidelinger
Mansfield Gianina Miracia Monestime
Marblehead Heather Thomson Reileyb
Marlborough Jessica Feng
Mattapoisett    Samantha Doris Martin
Medfield       Joseph Taylor Shortsleeve
Medway         Marguerite Nicola Youngren
Methuen        Elias Antoine Nammour, Schyla Elizabeth Wante
Milford        Emily Grace Berner*G
Milton         Ellen Elizabeth Wallace
Natick         Vinay George Maliakal, Lily Amanda Rabinow*
Needham        Emma Gwendolyn Albert-Stone*G, Hannah Murphy Duehren*G

North Easton   Coleman G. Clifford
Northborough   Estelle Hirsh
Plymouth       Simon Ostrowski, Clare Edwards Wynne
Rehoboth       Grace Brown McKay-Corkum
Revere         Paul Anthony Rizzo IIIG
Rockland       Jesse William Loughlinb
Rockport       David C. Peters
Rowley         Alicia Rose Fraser
Rutland        Ashley Marie Millette Coteb
Seekonk        Lauren Elizabeth Cournoyer
Sharon         Anupama Singh
Shrewsbury     Syed Haider Ali, David Appelbaum, Victor Won Tat Liu, Ganapathiram Nambi, Tharakeswari Selvakumar
Somerset       Thomas John Carroll*
Somerville     Kelly KingG
South Hadley    William James Selkirk
Southwick      Marek Daniel Nicpon
Sterling       Melissa Jean McCarthy
Sudbury        Danielle Marie Iskandar, Rebecca Earle Scherrb
Waltham        Alanna J. Hickey*
Westborough    Saharsh Mehta, Zoya Volkovaa
Westford       Katarina Elizabeth Cheng, Alexis Tovah Jacobson, Timothy James Olivierb
Weymouth       Regina E. Brown, Tyler Joseph Lueck*a
Wilbraham      Seyedeh Nasim Cheraghi
Williamstown   Amanda Lynne Karampatsos*
Winchester     Pawan Mathew, Hillary Elise MullanG
Worcester      Britney Lee Atwater, Fatoumata Nogoy Bah, Jon Franco Barretto,
               Nicholas Richard Cormier, Patrick Timothy Giguere, Eden Hen, Ato
               Agyenkwah HowardG, Soomin Kim, Grant Kent Lewandrowski, Cesar
Rodriguez*Gb, Rachel Jane Silverman, Kathryn Anne Stefos, Margaret Meiyin Xu

*Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society

GbGold Humanism Honor Society – Recognition by their peers as exemplars of humanism

aGlobal Health Pathway

bRural Health Scholars Pathway

cClinical and Translational Research Pathway

Pathway students, selected after a competitive application process, are responsible for completing additional curricular requirements above-and-beyond their four-year medical degree program.